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WHAT WILL BE YOUR BEST MEMORY AT LE PALAIS ? 

FITNESS AREA

OLYMPIC-SIZE POOL

ICE RINK

KIDS CLUB

EXHIBITION HALL

SWIMMING POOL

BALNEOTHERAPY

CLIMBING AREA

WELLNESS AREA

EISSTOCK OR CURLING

MEDIA LIBRARY

TENNIS
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COME  
AND MEET 

THE ELEMENTS

This year’s Collections  
have taken inspiration from 
the elements themselves.  
Those five fundamentals that 
are the very demonstration  
of the forces of nature around 
us. In this brochure you’ll 
find some inspiring ways 
to explore the authentic 
diversity of our traditional 
mountain village.

Earth

The Earth takes us back to  

the very roots of our region, 

with its wealth of heritage 

features, local products and  

the delicious culinary specialities  

of our mountains.  

From Megève’s origins to the 

protection of our environment 

and its natural resources.

Head deep into the Earth 

for a return to the roots 

Fire

That flame that makes the heart 
flare with passionate emotion. 

Those summer evenings,  
be they musical, sporty or 
cultural, sparkle with light  

and warmth as we soak up  the good vibes.

A spark that nurtures  
us at every moment

The Megève Collections 
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Air

Air, the most subtle and invisible of elements, offers us a sense of freedom as we spread our wings on a dizzying climb to the summit and take in the immensity of nature from up there, above the clouds.

Spirit

Ether, source of all the other elements, symbolises the space in which they are born to awaken our mind to the very essence  of life; a revitalising plenitude that inspires a sense of well-being

Water

Water, a fundamental element 

in the village thanks to  

the surrounding streams and 

torrents, is the promise of a nice 

cool summer, a chance to 

jump right in and hone 

the senses for a unique 

and  sensational experience. 

Tap into the source for 

a refreshing experience

Awaken your spirit with the very essence of life

Reach for the heights to get the bigger picture
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Eco-gestures

Megève and Alcome have 
teamed up to get rid of 
cigarette ends! 

Help us keep cigarette ends to a minimum  
in public spaces! Free portable ashtrays 
are available at the village tobacconists,  
the Tourist Offices and at the lift cash desks, 
so hurry, go and collect yours.

For a number of years, Megève has striven to encourage eco-friendly behaviour 
and approaches. These good practices were first rewarded in 2020,  
when Megève became one of the first resorts in Haute-Savoie  
to obtain the Flocon Vert quality label.  

You too can help us rise to the major challenges of our era.

Protecting
nature,

together

• Leave no waste behind you. Even if it’s 

biodegradable, take it away to dispose of properly.

 
• Water is a precious resource that we must 

protect.

• Close livestock barriers and gates behind you.

• Stay on the waymarked trails. (Note: the markers 

are different between summer and winter.) 

• Respect private property.

• Do not tread across the meadows.

• Do not pick rare or protected flowers.

• Keep your dog on a lead to avoid disturbing farm 

animals and wildlife, and pick up its excrement.

• Be discreet vis-à-vis other hikers and do not 

disturb the animals.  

• Do not camp without permission. 

 
• Before 15 August, it is forbidden to use a comb 

to pick blueberries
 
• Mushroom gathering is limited to 5 kg per day 

and per species.

made in France.
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Getting around in Megève 

More experiences 
to discover in l’Officiel, L’Esprit Famille brochures 

or on visitmegeve.uk 

Megève has a network of buses 
operating between the different 
mountain ranges:  Meg-Bus.  
To avoid taking the car and to  
protect your favourite hiking ground, 
you are invited to use the buses to 
your heart’s content.

www.meg-bus.com
via l’application Pysae

DOWNLOAD
OUR FREE APP

Free Wifi 

City hall, media library, bus station, Le Palais, Megève Tourisme, city hall square, top of the Rochebrune cable 
car station, Palais’ parking, Plaine Chalet, outdoor ice rink, Altiport, Magdelain tower, Megève Museum, 
Ermitage Museum, Foundation Morand Allard and Cote 2000. 
Take your free access code at the media library, Megève Tourisme or by texting, conecting directly to the Wifi.

Find out more… 

Megève Tourist Office has a wide selection of hiking guides and maps.  
These documents are a mine of precious information to guide walkers  
and mountain bikers along the trails of their level and preference.

Practical
information
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To feel, to discover, to learn, to be surprised with 
this sensory walk based on the opening of the 
senses, each one can reappropriate its instincts. 
Several workshops for a surprising exploration  
and lead you to well-being.

Begginer-friendly | Prices : From €180 
to €310 | Information and booking 
+33 (0)6 11 51 98 74

Sensorial hike
Aperigloo Megève

summer
All

An adventure game for the whole family. Route 
around the Calvaire and Creux Saint-Jean area  
that takes approximately 1hr 30mins.

From 6 years old | Free  
(App available to download for free) | Information 
Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28
visitmegeve.uk explorgames.com

Megève Explor Games® : 
Adventure into your hand
Start in front of the Tourist Office.

Explore the heart of Megève and its most emblematic 
monuments independently. From October 2023, 
new route of the chapels of the Calvary. 

Free | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Megève Itinéraires Découverte app
Village Square

Megève Calvary path was built by the priest 

Ambroise Martin from 1840, based on the 

model of the sacred mountain of Varallo, 

founded at the end of the 15th century in Italian 

Piedmont.

Price : €10 | Reservation for a group of minimum 

6 people | Information and mandatory booking 

Sophie Blanchin +33 (0)6 82 30 48 40

Guided tour “The history of  

the Megève Calvary  through  

its artists and craftsmen”

Every Friday | 10 am to 12 pm | L’Ermitage 

Museum, Megève Calvary

After a ride on an electric mountain bike to discover the fauna and flora, and following an adapted route, you will arrive at the mountain pasture. There you can discover all the secrets of cheese making and even taste it.
From 8 years old | Prices adult: €65, child (8-12) : €49 | Information and booking Oxygène +33 (0)4 50 58 78 88 oxygene.ski/fr

Mountain bike ride  to the mountain pastures.Oxygène

new

new
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The monumental sculpture "Tensione", created in 
1978 by the Milanese artist Carlo Ramous, 
stands 3 meters high in the Alpine Garden.  
This slender and pure metal sculpture represents,  
in its abstract forms, the three White Mountains

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme  
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Exibition "Tensione", 
Carlo Ramous
Jardin Alpin

This exhibition, comprising around thirty black and white 
photographs by Bernard Just, is an invitation to travel 
and dream in the landscapes which create an oasis 
around the village of Megève.  

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

‘Routes in Megève’ 
exhibition, Bernard Just
Jardin Alpin

Come and discover traditional products  and delicious tastes on the stalls of our  weekly market while enjoying a  friendly atmosphere.
Free access | Information Megève Tourisme  +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Megève Market
Every Friday | 8 am to 1 pm  Streets of the Village

Megève’s street market offers natural produce, fruit 
and vegetables, and the best traditional products in a 
warm and friendly atmosphere

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Local farmers’ market
Every Sunday | 9 am to 1 pm | Village square

With an experienced trail running coach, the 

Jaillet ridges are discovered in short strides. 

Learn how to manage your effort and surpass 

yourself. This is the perfect getaway for

those who love running in the mountains.

For experts only | Prices : From €180 to €310 

Information and booking +33 (0)6 11 51 98 74

Skyrunning on the Jaillet

Aperigloo Megève

new

new

new
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At the Rochebrune summit Elves have found their 
little piece of Heaven to settle down in and share  
their magical world with their new friends.  
Discover the playfull village. 

From 2 to 12 years old | Free access (ski lifts not 
included) | Information Megève Domaine Skiable  
+33 (0)4 50 21 57 10 (Rochebrune)  
forfaits.megeve.com

Authentic XIXth century farmhouse containing 
collections of objects and tales from the past, 
illustrating the daily grind of the local population: 
domestic life, social life, mountain life… 

Prices : adult : €3.50, child (6-14) : €2.80, groups from 
10 people, free for children under 6 | Information and 
booking Musée du Haut Val d’Arly  
+33 (0)4 50 91 81 00

Lisa Perrin, an artist from Megève, draws her inspiration 
from family archives. She is exhibiting her work, created 
in walnut ink and acrylic on wood, at the Ermitage  
du Calvaire museum. 

Free | Information Megève Tourisme  
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Le village des Lutins

The Haut Val d’Arly Museum

‘Roots’ exhibition by Lisa Perrin

9 am to 5.30 pm | Top of Rochebrune

2 pm to 6 pm, closed on saturdays

2 pm to 5.30 pm | Ermitage Museum, Megève Calvary

From July 1st to September 3rd

From July 2nd to September 1st

From July 6th to August 31st

Labo : From Tuesday to Saturday 10 am to 12 pm
Hike : From Monday to Saturday, start at 2 pm 
(duration : 1.30h to 2h)
Suitable for families, this workshop about  
biodiversity offers a morning of discovery in a 
mountain environment looking at the local plants  
and animals in a fun way. The afternoon is taken  
up with a self-guided walk and with a touch  
screen tablet.

From 6 years old | Labo price : Free on reservation,  
Hike : €10 (location of a backpack included for  
4 people maximum) | Information and booking  
Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28  
visitmegeve.uk ou Musée de l’Ermitage  
+33 (0)4 50 21 59 15 

Labo Rando
Ermitage Museum, Megève Calvary 

new
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From the top of the Rochebrune cable car, let 
yourself be guided on the hiking trails to discover the 
richness of the local fauna and flora! Thematic hikes 
supervised by a mountain professional.

Free (ski lifts not included) | Information Megève 
Domaine Skiable +33 (0)4 50 21 57 10 (Rochebrune) 
forfaits.megeve.com 

Thematic walk  
"To (re)discover the pastoralism 
of our mountains" 
Every Wednesday and Sunday | 9.30 am to 
11.30 am and 1.30 pm to 3.03 pm 
Top of Rochebrune 

From July 12th to August 20th

Giant swing in XXL format ... to send  

you into the air facing Mont-Blanc 

From 8 years old | Prices : €20 (for 1), €50 (for 3) 

(ski lifts not included) | Information  

Les Portes du Mont Blanc  

+33 (0)4 50 21 01 50 lesportesdumontblanc.fr

Giant Swing
10.30 am to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet 

From July 8th to September 3rd

An exhibition to touch, and not just with  the eyes, to draw, to set in motion, to listen to… unique sculptures by Stéphane Cerutti,  Eric Doué and Guy Lafond.
From 5 years old | Price : €3, free for children Information +33 (0)4 50 91 85 67 (Espace d’Arts moderne et contemporain Edith Allard)  visitmegeve.uk

3 pm to 7 pm | Espace d’Arts moderne  et contemporain Edith Allard, Le Palais

From July 11th to September 17th

"Poétiquement incorrect" Exhibition

new

new
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June
agenda

Week from
3 to 15/06

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais. 

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum 
Inauguration
2 pm to 5.30 pm | Auditorium – Media Library, 
Le Palais

Saturday 3rd

The Rallye des Princesses Richard Mille is a 100% 
female event dedicated to those who are passionate 
lovers of collector cars and motor sport.

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Rallye des Princesses
Small car park of Le Palais

Monday 5th and Tuesday 6th

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum
3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library,  
Le Palais

Wednesday 7th

The unmissable cycling event of the Yaute! 

Come and climb mythical passes: 

Saisies, Arpettaz, Croix Fry, Aravis. 3 courses 

are proposed : 80, 105 or 135 Km, but also a 

Gravel race and a Bike’n Run relay for children !

Prices for race participants:   

L’Originale - Cyclo 80/105/135 km : 55 €, 

l’Originale non chrono - Cyclo 80 km (+VAE) :  

42 €, l’Aventurière - Gravel 75 km : 45 €,

 la Phénoménale - Challenge 180 km  

(Cyclo + Gravel) : 80 €, La Bambini (Kids) : 10 €

Information and registration Club des Sports  

de Megève +33 (0)4 50 21 31 50

megevembc.com

Megève Mont Blanc Cycling

8 am to 7 pm | Pré de Saint Amour

Saturday 10th and Sunday 11th

Come and discover the forests of Megève through 
various workshops and activities for young and old,  
from Le Jardin Alpin to Le Calvary, Le Planay and  
to the Parking of La Cote 2000.

Free attendance | Information and detailed program 
Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28  
visitmegeve.uk

In the woods of Megève
9 am to 7pm

From Friday 9th to Sunday 11th

new

new

new

new
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3 to 15/06

Classic sports car rally with cars from 1950 to 1986. 
Just under 1,000km and 18 mountain passes await 
the participants of this north-south crossing of the 
Alps from Evian to Cannes. Car parade and display.

Free access for the public | Information Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 
rallystory.com

Rally - 34th Alps Cup
Small car park of Le Palais
15/06 : arrival from 3.30 pm 
16/06 : Departure between 8 am and 10 am

Thursday 15th and Friday 16th 

The Rally "Megève - Saint-Tropez" offers you the 
discovery of the French and Italian Alps, during 
900kms and 3 stages, as well as the privilege of 
climbing the prestigious passes of the Western Alps, 
approaching Italy and the famous Lake Maggiore, 
before the triumphal arrival of competitors on the 
famous Place des Lices in Saint-Tropez.

Free access for the public | Information Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

9th Rally Megève - Saint-Tropez 
12/06 : Arrival on the small car park of Le Palais
from 2 pm, 13/06 : Departure from Village square
between 8 am and 10 am

Monday 12th and Tuesday 13th

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons
de Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented
by her grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. 
Come to Isabelle’s shop to find out more 
and taste this chocolate for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons  
de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm |  
215 route Edmond De Rothschild

Thursday 15th 
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For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons 
de Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented 
by her grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come 
to Isabelle’s shop to find out more and taste this 
chocolate for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond  
De Rothschild

Thursday 22nd 

Les Loges Blanches 4* celebrates the music festival 
and organizes for the occasion its pool party. From 
the afternoon until 10 pm, outdoor bar, from 6 
pm access to the pool, live music and BBQ dinner. 
Special music festival cocktail.

Price : From €35 (BBQ mixed grill, dessert)
+33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Pool Party and Fête de la musique
6 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

Wednesday 21st

The Race Across France is an ultra cycling race in 
one stage on open road of 2500km starting from  
Le Touquet and arriving in Mandelieu la Napoule.  
Megeve will be the 24 hour base for the racers  
and the start of the 1000KM race.

Price for participants : €308  for the 1000 km, 
departure from Megève | Information Megève Tourisme  
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 
ou raceacrossfrance.cc

Race Across France
10 am | Village square

From Saturday 24th to Tuesday 27th

A hike through the countryside, punctuated with 
gourmet stops and good humour. Come and breathe 
in the fresh air, taste the local products, enjoy the 
music, reading and other foods!

Prices adult : €27, child (5-12) : €, free for children 
under 5 | Information and mandatory booking before 
June 14th +33 (0)6 07 10 62 16
mont-blanc.soroptimist.fr

Culture and  
Gourmet Excursion
11 am to 3 pm | Salle des Frasses

Sunday 18th

Week from
18 to 2/07
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For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate 
for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond  
De Rothschild

Thursday 29th 

Parade in the village followed by folkloric music, St Jean’s fire and a popular bal.
Free access | Information Megève Tourisme  +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Saint Jean - bonfire night8.30 pm |Village square

Saturday 24th 

The MB Race was born in 2010 on the trails of 

Megeve and Combloux; it is the not-to-be-

missed mountain bike event of  

the Mont Blanc region!

Prices : From €5  to €180 depending  

on the race, free access for the public  

Information mb-race.com

MB Race  (Mountain Biking Race)

Esplanade of Le Palais

From Friday 30th to Sunday 2nd

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders 
of the Bureau des Guides will reveal to your  
eyes the rich plant world of our alpine pastures:  
blue gentians, wild orchids, arnicas and other  
species that color our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking : Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Sunday 25th

18 to 2/07

new
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July
agenda

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of 
the Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the 
rich plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians, 
wild orchids, arnicas and other species that color our 
landscapes. 

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27 
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking : Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Sunday 2nd

On full moon evenings, a cocoa ceremony, 
combined with yoga and breathing and meditation 
exercises bathed in candlelight and the aroma 
of incense, invites you on a sensory journey with 
multiple benefits. 

Price : €65, group price from 5 people | Information 
and booking Four Seasons Hotel +33 (0)4 50 21 12 11

Cocoa journey to the full moon 
Four Seasons Hotel

Monday 3rd

Week from
1 to 6/07

Megève, the ambassador of mountain tastes 

and savours, celebrates the expertise of its 

chefs and producers during one week-end.

A tasty teaser to make you wait until 

Toquicimes from October 19 to 22rd. 

Ticket on place : €2  (1 bite/drink on the stands

of restaurants )  | Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Cuisine Mon Village
Village square 

01/07 : from 6 pm to 10 pm

02/07 : from 10 am to 3 pm

Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd

new

The Panoramic cinema invites you to celebrate the 7th art. Come and discover or rediscover films at reduced rates. 
From 3 years old | Price : €4 Information Cinéma Panoramic +33 (0)4 50 79 03 05 

Fête du Cinéma
5.30 pm to 8.30 pm | Cinéma le Panoramic

From Sunday 2nd to Wednesday 5th

new

new
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1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate for 
yourselves. 

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm 
215 route Edmond De Rothschild

Thursday 6th

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes, fish a la 
plancha, accompanied by potatoes and homemade 
dessert. Take advantage of our Concert, Dish - 
Dessert formula and children’s BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information 
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story. An 
enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for the whole 
family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 5th

1 to 6/07

The Megève night relay is done in teams of two and takes place in the center of Megève. Loops of 500 meters for children and 700 meters for adults, enough to increase the cardio.
Prices adult : €10, child €6 | Information and registration Club des Sports de Megève+33 (0)4 50 21 31 50 csmegeve.com

Night Relay
7 pm to 9 pm | Streets of the Village

5.30 pm to 8.30 pm | Cinéma le Panoramic

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais. 

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum
3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium - Media Library, Le Palais

new
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Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: €5 | Information Le Palais 
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 9th 

Find out about lost civilisations.Budding Egyptologists can come and experience the daily life of the great explorers at an excavation site and discover buried treasures. The head of the excavation site will explain your discoveries to you.
From 5 to 12 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

“Il était une fois…” archeology10 am to 12 pm and 2 pm to 5 pmVillage square

From Saturday 8th to Monday 10th
During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of the 
Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the rich 
plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians, 
wild orchids, arnicas and other species that color 
our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking :
Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

It’s a sad day. Tcho Tcho a plastic bag is 

abandoned in the street. Taken by the wind, 

he sets off to explore the world. He lands in 

a tree with colourful blossom, floats on the 

Mediterranean sea and performs acrobatics in 

the clouds over cities.

From 3 to 10 years old | Free | Fallback in the 

auditorium of Le Palais in the event of rain 

Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

A musical story: Tcho Tcho

5 pm to 6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Monday 10th

Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and you 
will be able to find out more information about
the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Saturday 8th 

Week from
8 to 11/07

new

new
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These activities are fun and easy to enjoy with friends 
or family on ice. If you’re familiar with the rules of 
pétanque, you’re going to love Eisstock! Come and 
defend your goal during a game of bubble football. 
Find out about our games which do not require skates.

From 7 years old | Price: 5 € | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

A discovery on ice:
Eisstock and bubble football
5 pm to 7 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries. 
At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family price : from 
€46 (half day – one adult and one child), private outing 
: €170 (half day for one to ten people) Information and 
mandatory booking Bureau des Guides
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

Did you know ? In the past, Megève wool was 
famous throughout Europe! With a mediator from 
the Observatoire des Alpes, relaunch the wheel 
of this beautiful craft story. Experiment with the 
gestures of working with wool and make your own 
yarn! Thanks to this animation, also discover a whole 
biodiversity that is little talked about: that of farm 
animals like the local breed of Thônes and 
Marthod sheep.

From 5 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 
biodiversity : The Wool of Megève
10 am to 12 pm | Top of le Jaillet

Tuesday 11th

1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

5 pm to 6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

8 to 11/07

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber will 
have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

new

new new

"Who hacked our world?" Solve the riddles to find the 
culprit in 45 minutes - not a second more!

From 7 to 12 years old | Free | Information and booking 
Media Library, le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70
mediatheque.megeve.fr

Escape Game
at the media library
"Who hacked our world?"
1.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

new
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Week from
11 to 12/07

In collaboration with the Musée d’Art Moderne 
in Paris, Martha Degiacomi, art historian at the 
Fondation Pierre Gianadda in Martigny, presents a 
lecture on Fauvism.

Price: 5 € | Tickets on sale also at the Megève Tourisme 
and ou Espace d’Arts moderne et contemporain Edith 
Allard (limited seats) | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk gianadda.ch

Conference of the Fondation Gianadda : 
"The Fauve Years"
8 pm | Auditorium -  Media Library, Le Palais 

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover the 
martelloscope site, to understand the role of the 
forest and the forester, with an ONF guide.  
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences. 
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included) 
Information and booking until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.  
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for 
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 12th 

Olivier, who trained as a classical musician, takes a 
very individual and creative approach to the ‘cello 
and includes improvisations, music from around 
the world and urban music. This multi-facetted 
approach results in a poetic and lustrous world, 
creating a captivating musical dialogue.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in the 
event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Musical Nap: ‘cello
5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary Garden

Are you ready to take on the challenge of the adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-sized pool? A great laugh and some family  fun guaranteed.
Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool and Balneoform) | Information Le Palais+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Adventure course on the water2 pm to 5 pm | Olympic outdoorswimming pool, Le Palais

Tuesday 11th
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11 to 12/07

5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary Garden

Free – From 5 to 12 years old – Village square, from 10 am to 12 pm and 2 pm to 5 pm.
Information Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 - megeve-tourisme.fr

FROM JULY 8TH TO 10TH 2023

« builders of dreams » 
BUILDING SETS

Pottery Workshop
MAKING A SMALL  

EARTHEN POT
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For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate
for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond De Rothschild

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of 
professionals and get to know the secrets of the 
infrastructure. Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour : The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 13th

Week from
13 to 16/07

Come and take part of the lanterns parade led 

by the Harmonie de Megève orchestra, before 

dancing to the cheerful sounds of the Red Hot 

Chili Guinguette!

Free | Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 

visitmegeve.uk

Bastille Day
9 pm | Village square

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes, fish a la 
plancha, accompanied by potatoes and homemade 
dessert. Take advantage of our Concert, Dish - 
Dessert formula and children’s BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information 
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

A fascinating experience to learn all about how 
different minerals are formed, how crystals form, 
and all about gemstones. Analyse the stone 
samples and choose one to take home with you.

From 7 to 15 years old | Price : €5 | Information and 
booking Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
visitmegeve.uk

A discovery of minerals
9.30 am and 11 am
Fountain of the Square de la Baronne

Friday 14th
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Flower candle workshop

Meet Flora, who has managed to bring back 
credibility and popularity to dried flowers.  
Share her passion via this workshop where you’ll 
 make an original creation with her best advice!

From 10 years old | Price €10 | Information and 
booking Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28
visitmegeve.uk

3 pm and 4 pm
Fountain of the Square de la Baronne

Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and you 
will be able to find out more information about  
the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Samedi 15

The 2023 Show Jumping Competition will take 

up residence one more time on the esplanade 

of the Sports Centre for THE must-see show  

of the summer. Sport’s spirit, friendliness, delight 

and big show!

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

 jumping-megeve.com

The 12th Megève International 

Show Jumping Competition

CSI*** & *
Esplanade of Le Palais

From Sunday 16th to Sunday 23rd

Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: 5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 16th

This New Orleans Jazz competition brings together bands which play exclusively traditional jazz throughout the whole village overa festive weekend.
Free access for the public | Be-bop classes :1 class : €10, 2 classes : €18, 3 classes : €28, 4 classes : €35 (on sale on site) | Information Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28visitmegeve.uk 

The 27th Megève Jazz Contest - Tribute to Poumy ArnaudStreets of the Village

Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th

9.30 am and 11 am
Fountain of the Square de la Baronne

new
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During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of the 
Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the rich 
plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians,
wild orchids, arnicas and other species that color
our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking : Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Sunday 16th

Share special moments in duo, and discover pottery!

From 6 years old | Price : €15 | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Pottery in family
10.30 am to 11.30 am | Le Palais

Monday 17th 

The story is rather ordinary - two people, a place, 

a scene from life. The story, simple as it is, will be 

performed several times in completely different 

styles, thereby creating comical and

very funny situations!

From 6 years old | Free | Fallback in the auditorium 

of Le Palais in the event of rain | Information 

Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28

visitmegeve.uk

Street show: Re!
5 pm to 5.45 pm | Megève Tourisme 

Amphitheater

These activities are fun and easy to enjoy with friends 
or family on ice. If you’re familiar with the rules of 
pétanque, you’re going to love Eisstock! Come and 
defend your goal during a game of bubble football. 
Find out about our games which do not require skates.

From 7 years old | Price: 5 € | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

A discovery on ice: Eisstock and
bubble football
5 pm to 7 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries. 
At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : €27  group outing : half day, €170 private 
outing : half day for 1 to 12 people | Information and 
mandatory booking Bureau des Guides
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

Week from
16 to 18/07

new

new

new
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5 pm to 7 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Find out how, thanks to plant biodiversity, humans 
create their own "wild pharmacy". Thanks to the 
observation, the smell, the touch and the study 
of some plants learn their hidden and sometimes 
surprising properties (digestive, calming, anti-
infectious…) A herbalist mediator from the 
Observatoire des Alpes will explain the extraction 
techniques to you active processes (oily maceration, 
decoction, distillation, etc.) as well as the stages from 
picking to drying. You will then concoct your mixture 
of plants for an infusion.

From 8 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 
biodiversity : magic potion workshop
10 am to 12 pm | Top of le Jaillet

Tuesday 18th Are you ready to take on the challenge of the 
adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-sized pool? 
A great laugh and some family fun guaranteed.

Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool and 
Balneoform) | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Adventure course on the water
2 pm to 5 pm | Olympic outdoor 
swimming-pool, Le Palais

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover the 
martelloscope site, to understand the role of the 
forest and the forester, with an ONF guide. 
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences. 
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included) 
Information and booking until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber will 
have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

new
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Come and visit Le Palais with our team of 
professionals and get to know the secrets  
of the infrastructure. Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour :
The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 20th

Come and try your hand at Biathlon, a safe, fun 
event consisting of running and rifle shooting!
Are you ready to hit the target? Watch out for  
the penalty loops!

From 7 years old | Price : €15 (limited seats) 
Information and booking Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 
lepalaismegeve.com

Biathlon initiation
11 am to 12.30 pm | Football field

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by 
her grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo.  
Come to Isabelle’s shop to find out more and taste 
this chocolate for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm 
215 route Edmond De Rothschild

Week from
19 to 20/07

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 19th 

The Duo Orkeus proposes a cross-section of repertoires from traditional Brazilian and South American music.
Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Musical Nap :transversal flute & guitar5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary garden
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11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

11 am to 12.30 pm | Football field

Come and play and share some fun times with friends 
or family!

Free (limited seats) | Information Media Library ,  
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr 

Afternoon board games
at the Media Library
3 pm to 6 pm | Media Library, Le Palais

Discover this amazing group from England, led by one 
of the most charismatic frontmen in the musical scene. 
Their eclectic world, which is a clever mix of rock, 
ragtime and funk is enhanced by finely crafted lyrics.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in  
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Thursday concerts:
Tankus The Henge
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes, fish a la 
plancha, accompanied by potatoes and homemade 
dessert. Take advantage of our Concert, Dish - 
Dessert formula and children’s BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information 
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

You have between 11 and 15 years old and you 

would like an original evening with your friends? 

Take your swimsuit and come to the swimming 

pool! Entrance forbidden for the parents.

From 11 to 15 years old | Price: €5 | Information 

and booking Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 

lepalaismegeve.com

Pool Party
8 pm to 10 pm | Aquatic area, Le Palais
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Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: €5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com 

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 23rd

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of the 
Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the rich 
plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians, wild 
orchids, arnicas and other species that color
our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking :
Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Week from
21 to 24/07

Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and you 
will be able to find out more information about 
the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Saturday 22nd 

Come and discover the French art-de-vivre as 
you taste the Edmond de Rothschild  
Heritage products.

From 6 years old | Free | Information and 
mandatory booking Épicerie Noémie
+33 (0)4 50 91 93 11 +33 (0)6 31 01 48 22 
l.picouleau@edr-heritage.com

An insight into the world
of Edmond de Rothschild Heritage
4.30 pm to 5 pm | Epicerie Noémie

An introduction to the process of distilling plants in a 
copper distiller using spring water.

From 13 years old | Price : €10 | Information and 
booking Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
visitmegeve.uk

Hydrolat workshop
2 pm to 4.30 pm 
Fountain of the Square de la Baronne

Friday 21st new

new
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10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

An open-air concert by the Orchestre d’Harmonie de 
Megève (Megève’s Concert Band) in this exceptional 
setting, surrounded by mountains.

Free | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Concert In Javen
5.30 pm | Javen lake

You have between 3 and 8 years old? Come and 
develop your imagination and creativity in the garden 
of the swimming pool. There will be many exciting 
crafting activities!

From 3 to 8 years old | Price : €5 | Information Le Palais 
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Crafts by the water
10 am to 11 am | Aquatic area 

Monday 24th

These activities are fun and easy to enjoy with friends 
or family on ice. If you’re familiar with the rules of 
pétanque, you’re going to love Eisstock! Come and 
defend your goal during a game of bubble football. 
Find out about our games which do not require skates.

From 7 years old | Price: 5 € | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

A discovery on ice:
Eisstock and bubble football
5 pm to 7 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Set off at top speed on a journey which will take you from laughter to tears, from outrageous situations to moments of poetry. Come and watch a series of performances, from the most classic to the most… unclassifiable.
Free | Information Megève Tourisme+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Aerial circus show:‘Biceps and Sequins’5 pm | Village square

6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

new

new
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              au 31/06
Week from

24 to 26/07

Are you ready to take on the challenge of the 
adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-sized 
pool? A great laugh and some family fun guaranteed.

Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool and 
Balneoform) | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

The team of the media library proposes you 
a creative workshop on the theme of the 
environment, to your imagination ready to go!

From 7 to 12 years old | Free | Information and booking 
Media Library , Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 
mediatheque.megeve.fr

Adventure course on the water

Media Library Workshop : 
“The environment, my planet
and me”

2 pm to 5 pm | Olympic outdoor swimming pool, 
Le Palais

2 pm to 3.30 pm | Media Library, Le Palais

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber will 
have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Nature Workshop: 
a mountain of biodiversity :
prehistoric material with plants 
10 am to 12 pm | Top of le Jaillet

Tuesday 25th

Go back in time with a mediator from the Observatoire 
des Alpes. Make your prehistoric material with 
abundant, sustainable and biodegradable plant 
resources harvested from the surrounding mountains. 
Thanks to the techniques of braiding and stringing, 
make your Cro-Magnon bracelet.

From 8 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries.
 At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family price : from 
€46 (half day – one adult and one child), private
outing : €170 (half day for one to ten people)
Information and mandatory booking Bureau des Guides
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

new

new

Monday 24th

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover the 
martelloscope site, to understand the role of the 
forest and the forester, with an ONF guide.
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences.
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included) 
Information and booking until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet
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              au 31/06

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 26th

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.
6 pm: Broadcast of the documentary  “One Hundred Years of Jazz Memory”  by Claude Fléouter.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38 microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library,Le Palais

This summer, the ‘Aigles du Léman’ have been invited 
to appear at the top of the Rochebrune cable car to 
delight young and old alike!

Free access (ski lifts not included) | Information Megève 
Domaine Skiable +33 (0)4 50 21 57 10 (Rochebrune) 
forfaits.megeve.com

Event by the ‘Aigles du Léman’
(Eagles of Lake Geneva)
11 am to 5 pm | Top of Rochebrune

Let yourself go to the sound of Violin & taiko: 
beautiful relaxing moments in a magical place, calm 
and peaceful! The pleasure to let the music rise in the 
surrounding nature and sound in front of  
a magnificient landscape.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in the event 
of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Musical Nap: Violon & Taiko
5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary Garden

new

new
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Week from
27 to 28/07

Melba enters the stage as if it were a ring.
Her presence is radiant and magnetic.  
Although her words have often been influenced by 
struggle in the past, she now knows to combine the 
darkness with light and perform her pop-style songs 
with a contagious energy.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in the event 
of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Thursday concerts: Melba
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of 
professionals and get to know the secrets 
of the infrastructure. Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour :
The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 27th

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate 
for yourselves.

Free| Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm
215 route Edmond De Rothschild

Come live an experience in connection with the Earth and our Pastry Chef Tess Evans-Mialet during a gathering in the forest followed by a gourmet moment around a hot drink and a sweet. A privileged moment guaranteed!
From 10 years old | Price : €15 (Includes 1 hot drink or 1 juice, 1 piece of cake + 1 madeleine and the pick up) | Information Alpaga Hotel+33 (0)4 50 91 48 70  beaumier.com/fr/proprietes/hotel-alpaga

Picking in the forest3 pm to 4.30 pm | Alpaga Hotel
new
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Books, apps... and games in this amusing workshop 
that helps children understand the modern world.

From 7 to 12 years old | Free (limited seats) 
Information Media Library, Le Palais 
+33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Créa’clic "Multimedia Workshop"
10.30 am to 12 pm | Media Library, Le Palais

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes, fish a la 
plancha, accompanied by potatoes and homemade 
dessert. Take advantage of our Concert, Dish - 
Dessert formula and children’s BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information 
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

Body painting is one of the first forms of visual 

art practiced by humans. It has now seen a 

resurgence in a more contemporary style. 

Artists take photos of their work in order to 

immortalise it and these are then sent

to participants.

‘Paint your hand’ workshop: 8 to 13 years old, ‘Body 

Poetry’ workshop: from 14 years old | Price : €5 

Information and booking Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

Body Painting Workshop

10 am (8-13yo) – 2 pm (from 14 yo) | 

Fountain of the Square de la Baronne

An exceptional evening to enjoy various aquatic group 
classes in a crazy atmosphere!

From 15 years old | Price: €15 | Information and booking 
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Aquafitness evening
7 pm to 9 pm | Aquatic area, Le Palais

new
Friday 28th
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Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and you 
will be able to find out more information about
the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Saturday 29th

Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is 
booked for children under 10 accompagnied
with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: €5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink,
Le Palais

Sunday 30th

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of 
the Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the 
rich plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians, 
wild orchids, arnicas and other species that 
color our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half 
day for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory 
booking Renseignements et réservation obligatoire 
Bureau des Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11
guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking :
Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

new

Week from
29 to 31/07

For a whole weekend, immerge yourself in the 

world of trail-running, with various races to suit 

children and adults alike. There’s something for 

everyone, so come and soak up the breathtaking 

scenery and the party atmosphere on the trail of 

your choice!

Prices depending of the route : From €20 to 

€65, child : €10 | Information and registration 

Club des Sports de Megève +33 (0)4 50 21 31 50 

megevenaturetrail.com csmegeve.com

Megève Nature Trail

9.30 am to 8 pm | Pré de Saint Amour

Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th
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Share special moments in duo, and discover pottery!

From 6 years old | Price : €15 | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Pottery in family
10.30 am to 11.30 am | Le Palais

Monday 31th
For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries. 
At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family price :
from €46 (half day – one adult and one child), 
private outing : €170 (half day for one to ten people)
Information and mandatory booking Bureau des Guides
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

The clown, Albert Knüt offers a musical and acrobatic 
show which recounts the simple activities of a man 
with a complicated tendency.
He confronts the wave of disasters he creates in a 
series of situations full of gags and plot twists with 
good humour.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in the 
event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Albert Knüt Clown Show
5 pm to 6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink,
Le Palais

1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

These activities are fun and easy to enjoy with friends or family on ice. If you’re familiar with the rules of pétanque, you’re going to love Eisstock! Come and defend your goal during a game of bubble football. Find out about our games which do not require skates.
From 7 years old | Price: 5 € | Information and booking Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

A discovery on ice:Eisstock and bubble football5 pm to 7 pm
Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

new

new

new
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August
agenda

Find through the local plant wealth of what to make a 
multitude of musical instruments. Make your own with 
a mediator from the Observeur des Alpes and become 
the musicians of a sheet-harmonic orchestra! A call 
from nature to explore the multitude of flowers and 
plants in the fields.

From 8 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 
biodiversity : Swinging plants
10 am to 12 pm | Baronne de Rothschild square

Tuesday 1st

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber
will have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm
Le Palais

Are you ready to take on the challenge of the 
adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-
sized pool? A great laugh and some family fun 
guaranteed.

Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool
and Balneoform) | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Adventure course on the water
2 pm to 5 pm
Olympic outdoor swimming-pool, Le Palais

Week from
1 to 2/08

new

The team of the media library proposes you a creative workshop on the theme of the environment, to your imagination ready to go!
From 7 to 12 years old | Free | Information and booking Media Library , Le Palais+33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Media Library Workshop :“The environment, my planet and me”
2 pm to 3.30 pm | Media Library, Le Palais

new
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2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm
Le Palais

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover the 
martelloscope site, to understand the role of the 
forest and the forester, with an ONF guide.
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences. 
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included)
Information and bookin until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet

On full moon evenings, a cocoa ceremony, combined 
with yoga and breathing and meditation exercises 
bathed in candlelight and the aroma of incense, invites 
you on a sensory journey with multiple benefits.

Price : €65, group price from 5 people | Information 
and booking Four Seasons Hotel +33 (0)4 50 21 12 11

Cocoa journey to the full moon 
Four Seasons Hotel

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 2nd 

Come and try your hand at Biathlon, a safe, fun event 
consisting of running and rifle shooting! Are you ready 
to hit the target? Watch out for the penalty loops!

From 7 years old | Price : €15 (limited seats) 
Information and booking Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Biathlon initiation
11 am to 12.30 pm | Football field

1 to 2/08

new

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.
3 pm : Screening of the musical tale "The crocodile is 
always hungry", concert recorded at the Philharmonie 
de Paris.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum
3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library,
Le Palais

new
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Come and relax at the end of the day and let yourself 
be carried away by 4 violin notes and an infinity of 
nuances in a magical place, in peace and quiet.
The happiness of letting the music rise in the heart  
of nature and resonate in the mountains.

Free | Fallback Placette of Le Palais in the event of rain 
Information Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
visitmegeve.uk

The Musical Nap : Violon
5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary garden

Mercredi 2

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of 
professionals and get to know the secrets of
the infrastructure. Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com 
lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour :
The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 3rd

For 110 years now, she has been making 
‘Glaçons de Megève’, using the same initial 
recipe invented by her grandfather Barthélémy 
Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s shop to find out 
more and taste this chocolate for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28
visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons 
de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond
De Rothschild

Week from
2 to 4/08

Come and listen to the Orchestre Harmonie de 
Megève with their repertoire of some 1,400 pieces, 
encompassing a variety of styles: classical, variety, jazz, 
modern, orchestral arrangements, concertos, original 
pieces written for concert band...

Free | Subject to favorable weather conditions 
Information Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
visitmegeve.uk 

A Concert by the Orchestre 
Harmonie de Megève
(Megève’s Concert Band)
9 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

The sextet, Lucie Guillem & Band, who are 
inspired by the great figures of jazz such as 
Billie Holiday, Gretchen Parlato and Esperanza 
Spalding, play original arrangements from the 
world of traditional jazz.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in 
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Thursday concerts:
Lucie Guillem & Band
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater
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An hour of tales on the theme of water... which takes place at the outdoor swimming pool,but on the lawn obviously!
From 3 years old | Free | Information Media Library, Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hourat the swimming pool3 pm | Outdoor aquatic area, Le Palais 

 

It’s in the unique Megève surrounding that 

Megève Blues Festival will present one more 

time internationally renowned performers who 

will electrify our village! The must!

Free access | Prices ”Espace Club” : €70 for 

one night, €120 for two nights, on sale on site 

or at “Scarlett” store | Information Megève 

Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

megevebluesfestival.com

Megève Blues Festival

7.30 pm to 11.30 pm | Village square

Friday 4th and Saturday 5th

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes, fish a la 
plancha, accompanied by potatoes and homemade 
dessert. Take advantage of our Concert, Dish - 
Dessert formula and children’s BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

You have between 11 and 15 years old and you would 
like an original evening with your friends? Take your 
swimsuit and come to the swimming pool!
Entrance forbidden for the parents.

From 11 to 15 years old | Price: €5 | Information
and booking Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71
lepalaismegeve.com

Pool Party
8 pm to 10 pm | Aquatic area, Le Palais

Friday 4th

Turn the clay in your hands and a small pot will soon 
appear. These are not just the words to some magic 
spell. Céline will introduce you to the original and 
universally-understood hand movements used when 
working with clay.

From 2 years old | Price: €5 | Information and booking 
Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28
visitmegeve.uk

Pottery workshop
10 am to 12pm and 2 pm to 4 pm | Megève Tourisme

2 to 4/08

new
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Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and 
you will be able to find out more information
about the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: €5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 6th

This summer, the ‘Aigles du Léman’ have been invited 
to appear at the top of the Rochebrune cable car to 
delight young and old alike!

Free access (ski lifts not included) | Information Megève 
Domaine Skiable +33 (0)4 50 21 57 10 (Rochebrune) 
forfaits.megeve.com

Event by the ‘Aigles du Léman’
(Eagles of Lake Geneva)
11 am to 5 pm | Top of Rochebrune

Come and discover the French art-de-vivre
as you taste the Edmond de Rothschild
Heritage products.

From 6 years old | Free | Information and 
mandatory booking Épicerie Noémie
+33 (0)4 50 91 93 11 +33 (0)6 31 01 48 22 
l.picouleau@edr-heritage.com

An insight into the world of Edmond 
de Rothschild Heritage
4.30 pm to 5 pm | Epicerie Noémie

Friday 4th

Major stars of the mountain pastures and the 

pride of Megève’s population, the most beautiful 

foals are presented at this contest presided 

over by a Swiss and French jury: conformation, 

appearance and conformity of the foal.

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Foal Contest
Esplanade of Le Palais

Saturday 5th

Week from
4 to 8/08

new
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6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

11 am to 5 pm | Top of Rochebrune

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of the 
Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the rich 
plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians, wild 
orchids, arnicas and other species that color
our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking:
Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Monday 7th

You have between 3 and 8 years old? Come and 
develop your imagination and creativity in the garden 
of the swimming pool. There will be many exciting 
crafting activities!

From 3 to 8 years old | Price : €5 | Information Le Palais 
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Crafts by the water
10 am to 11 am | Aquatic area 

Show: The future was  
better before!

In a poetic and offbeat universe, where records, 
laughter and rhymes take flight to the beat of jazz and 
hip-hop, Filipon and his servant Cissous have to work 
together to fulfil the final wishes of the late Hildegard.

From 3 years old | Free | Fallback in the auditorium 
of Le Palais in the event of rain | Information Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

5 pm to 6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

From Tuesday 8th to Tuesday 15th

Zavatta Circus is coming back with a new show!

Prices not communicated | Information
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk  

Zavatta Caplot Circus
Esplanade of Le Palais

4 to 8/08

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 

environment, this inspiration and yoga outing 

is an experience to let go and recharge your 

batteries. At the summit, nature becomes the 

best ally to regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family 

price : from €46 (half day – one adult and one 

child), private outing : €170 (half day for one to 

ten people) | Information and mandatory booking 

Bureau des Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11

guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga

6 pm | Bureau des Guides

new

new

new
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Dryers, banons, cassa à cou… In Haute-Savoie, 
basketry was part of traditional know-how and made 
it possible to manufacture simple and robust everyday 
objects. The ancients used "avanc" (wicker), straw or 
other plants. The immense plant diversity will serve as 
raw material for this initiation which will allow you to 
easily continue the experience during your walks.

From 5 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 
biodiversity : basketry
10 am to 12 pm | Baronne de Rothschild square

Tuesday 8th

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber will 
have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Are you ready to take on the challenge of the 
adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-sized 
pool? A great laugh and some
family fun guaranteed.

Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool
and Balneoform) | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Adventure course on the water
2 pm to 5 pm 
Olympic outdoor swimming pool, Le Palais

Le Ciné Famille holds a surprise in store at the 
multimedia library of the Palais leisure centre!
Let yourself go to the charm of this surprising show!

From 6 years old | Free (limited seats) | Information 
Media Library, Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 
mediatheque.megeve.fr

Ciné Famille
3 pm | Auditorium – Media Library, Le Palais

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover 

the martelloscope site, to understand the role of 

the forest and the forester, with an ONF guide. 

Analyze the forest, recognize its essences. 

Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not 

included) | Information and bookin until the day 

before Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28

visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet

Week from
8 to 10/08

new
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Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 7
mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 9th 

Get carried away by a languorous melody or wild 
rhythm. The saxophone’s shape and tone are 
seductive, as is the very expressive, powerful sound 
(with a touch of gentleness) it produces.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Musical Nap : Saxophone
5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary garden

After two years of absence, the International Bridge Festival of Megève is reviving its tradition in the magical place of the Chalet de la Livraz in the middle of the mountain pastures.
Prices: from €20 | Information and registration Club de Bridge de Megève +33(0)4 50 21 06 63 ou +33(0)6 11 60 20 82 bridgemege@wanadoo.fr 

Megève International Bridge Festival "Les Alpages"4.30 pm | Chalet de la Livraz

From Thursday 10th to Sunday 13th

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of 
professionals and get to know the secrets
of the infrastructure. Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour :
The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 10th

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate
for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond
De Rothschild

8 to 10/08
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Megeve celebrates the 10th anniversary of the 
installation of the monumental work "My Way", a 
vibrant tribute by the artist Pierre Margara to Jacques 
Revaux, composer of the famous song performed by 
Claude François, then by Elvis Presley
and Franck Sinatra.

Open  Thursday 10 August between 6 pm and 8 pm
Free access | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

10 years of "My Way"
6 pm to 8 pm | Rue d’Arly

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes,
fish a la plancha, accompanied by potatoes 
and homemade dessert. Take advantage of our 
Concert, Dish - Dessert formula and children’s 
BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information 
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

Their music, which they like to call ‘groovy pop’, ranges 
between funk, soul and pop in terms of sound.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Thursday Concerts: VLAP
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Jeudi 10

Week from
10 to 13/08

Friday 11th

Books, apps... and games in this amusing 
workshop that helps children understand
the modern world.

From 7 to 12 years old | Free (limited seats) 
Information Media Library, Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Créa’clic "Multimedia Workshop"
10.30 am to 12 pm | Media Library, Le Palais

new

An introduction to the process of distilling plants in a copper distiller using spring water.
From 13 years old | Price : €10 | Information and booking Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Hydrolat workshop2 pm to 4.30 pm | Fountain of the Square de la Baronne

new
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Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

In collaboration with the Musée d’Art Moderne 
in Paris, Martha Degiacomi, art historian at the 
Fondation Pierre Gianadda in Martigny, presents
a lecture on Fauvism.

Price: €5 | Tickets on sale also at the Megève Tourisme 
and Espace d’Arts moderne et contemporain Edith 
Allard (limited seats) | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk gianadda.ch

Conference of the Fondation
Gianadda : "The Fauve Years"
5 pm and 8 pm | Auditorium -  Media Library,
Le Palais 

Saturday 12

Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and you 
will be able to find out more information about
the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: €5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 13th

10.30 am to 12 pm | Media Library, Le Palais

Fascinating festival to discover ancient customs 

and traditions. The village square, narrow 

streets and old quarters are brought back to 

life with trade demonstrations by craftsmen, 

representing the authenticity and history of

a genuine Savoie village.

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Village Festival
Streets of the Village

Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th
new

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of the 
Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the rich 
plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians,
wild orchids, arnicas and other species that
color our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking:
Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

new
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Share special moments in duo, and discover pottery!

From 6 years old | Price : €15 | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Pottery in family
10.30 am to 11.30 am | Le Palais

Monday 14th 

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries. 
At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family price : from 
€46 (half day – one adult and one child), private 
outing : €170 (half day for one to ten people) 
Information and mandatory booking Bureau des Guides 
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

Selma likes walking in the countryside and 

playing with the blue bird. Unfortunately,

the bird is injured and cannot follow her today.

So, the adventure begins for the little girl,

who sets off to find a way of helping her friend.

Until 6 years old | Free | Fallback in the 

auditorium of Le Palais in the event of rain 

Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

A show for small children:

And in this tree...
10.30 am and 4.30 pm | Baronne de 

Rothschild square

Do you know what to put in your backpack before 
you set off on an adventure? Through a fun 
animation, try to find the right composition for 
your bag. You will be ready to explore while 
respecting the mountain and having enough 
to observe the natural environment!

From 4 years old | Free | Information Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 
biodiversity : Prepare your backpack
10 am to 12 pm | Baronne de Rothschild square

Tuesday 15th

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber 
will have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Week from
14 to 17/08

new

new

new

new
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This summer, the ‘Aigles du Léman’ have been 

invited to appear at the top of the Rochebrune 

cable car to delight young and old alike!

Open  Wednesday 26 July between 11 am

and 5 pm | Free access (ski lifts not included) 

Information Megève Domaine Skiable

+33 (0)4 50 21 57 10 (Rochebrune)

forfaits.megeve.com

Event by the ‘Aigles du

Léman’ (Eagles of Lake Geneva)

11 am to 5 pm | Top of Rochebrune

10 am to 12 pm | Baronne de Rothschild square

2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Are you ready to take on the challenge of the 
adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-sized pool? 
A great laugh and some family fun guaranteed.

Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool and 
Balneoform) | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Adventure course on the water
2 pm to 5 pm | Olympic outdoor swimming pool,
Le Palais

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover the 
martelloscope site, to understand the role of the 
forest and the forester, with an ONF guide.
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences.
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included)
Information and bookin until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Baronne de Rothschild square

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close
your eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 16th 

The Duo Astreos offers a repertoire which showcases 
the transverse flute and accordion in classical and 
traditional music through arrangements of pieces 
chosen by composers from the end of the 19th 
century through to the 20th century.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The Musical Nap:
transversal flute & accordion
5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary garden

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of professionals 
and get to know the secrets of the infrastructure. 
Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour:
The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 17th

new
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"Who hacked our world?" Solve the riddles to find the 
culprit in 45 minutes - not a second more!

From 7 to 12 years old | Free | Information and booking 
Media Library, le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70
mediatheque.megeve.fr

Escape Game at the media library 
"Who hacked our world?"
1.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 17th

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate
for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond
De Rothschild

Auré is a smile, a ray of musical sunshine in the haze of 
everyday life, a joie de vivre that Paris, his hometown, 
has often tried to erase. Discover an exotic pop that 
takes you on a dreamlike road-trip full of sweetness 
and humor.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Thursday Concerts: Auré
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Mixed grill, assorted meats, brochettes, fish a la 
plancha, accompanied by potatoes and homemade 
dessert. Take advantage of our Concert, Dish - 
Dessert formula and children’s BBQ menu!

Prices (Excluding drinks) : €49, reduced price: €18 
(children under 12 (dish + dessert)) | Information 
Les Loges Blanches +33 (0)4 50 47 37 30 
leslogesblanches-megeve.com

Thursday Barbecue
6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

A fascinating experience to learn all about how 
different minerals are formed, how crystals form,
and all about gemstones. Analyse the stone samples 
and choose one to take home with you.

From 7 to 15 years old | Price : €5 | Information and 
booking Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 
visitmegeve.uk

A discovery of minerals
9.30 am and 11 am | Fountain of the 
Square de la Baronne

Friday 18th

Week from
17 to 20/08
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6.30 pm to 10 pm | Les Loges Blanches

Meet Flora, who has managed to bring back 

credibility and popularity to dried flowers.

Share her passion via this workshop where you’ll 

make an original creation with her best advice!

From 10 years old | Price €10 | Information and 

booking Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 

visitmegeve.uk

Flower candle workshop

3 pm and 4 pm | Fountain of the 

Square de la Baronne

Saturday 19th

Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and
you will be able to find out more information about 
the village : Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

For the 12th edition, the Haute Route Alpes is raising the bar for this seven-day stage race with new destinations that will guarantee a great route with iconic climbs. Megève will be the departure town this year.
Free for the public | Information Megève Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28visitmegeve.uk hauteroute.org  

La Haute Route
Esplanade of Le Palais

Sunday 20th and Monday 21st

During this half-day hike, the mountain leaders of the 
Bureau des Guides will reveal to your eyes the rich 
plant world of our alpine pastures: blue gentians, 
wild orchids, arnicas and other species that
color our landscapes.

From 8 years old | Begginer-friendly | Prices : €27  
group outing : half day, €170 private outing : half day 
for 1 to 12 people | Information and mandatory booking 
Renseignements et réservation obligatoire Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Thematic Hiking: 
Alpine Flora
1.50 pm to 5 pm | Bureau des Guides

Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: 5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 20th

‘ATOM’ is poetic and compassionate. It is a 

veritable visual and aural journey through

the world and across our region.

Free | Information Megève Tourisme

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Film concert: ATOM
8.30 pm | Megève Tourisme

Amphitheater

new

new
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Monday 21st

You have between 3 and 8 years old? Come and 
develop your imagination and creativity in the garden 
of the swimming pool. There will be many exciting 
crafting activities!

From 3 to 8 years old | Price : €5 | Information Le Palais 
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Crafts by the water
10 am to 11 am | Aquatic area, Le Palais 

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries. 
At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family price : 
from €46 (half day – one adult and one child), private
outing : €170 (half day for one to ten people)
Information and mandatory booking Bureau des 
Guides +33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

These activities are fun and easy to enjoy with friends 
or family on ice. If you’re familiar with the rules of 
pétanque, you’re going to love Eisstock! Come and 
defend your goal during a game of bubble football. 
Find out about our games which do not require skates.

From 7 years old | Price: 5 € | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

A discovery on ice:
Eisstock and bubble football
5 pm to 7 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

A combination of humour, acrobatics, break 

dancing and interaction with the audience.

A lively show full of energy which seeks to make 

urban culture more accessible and attractive 

to all types of audience and deliver the strong 

message that ‘diversity is an asset’.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in 

the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme 

+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Dance show: Break Dance 

We Connect The World

5 pm  | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Week from
21 to 22/08

new

new
new

new
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Understand the trees through a sensory discovery of 
bark, leaves, smells... Discover the concrete example 
of the essences used for wood engraving. Will you then 
be able to recognize the different varieties of trees 
around you?

From 5 years old | Free | Information Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 
biodiversity : knock on wood
10 am to 12 pm | Baronne de Rothschild square

Tuesday 22nd

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber will 
have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Are you ready to take on the challenge of the 
adventure course in the outdoor Olympic-sized pool? 
A great laugh and some family fun guaranteed.

Free (included in the entrance fee for the pool
and Balneoform) | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Adventure course on the water
2 pm to 5 pm | Olympic outdoor swimming pool,
Le Palais

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover the 
martelloscope site, to understand the role of the 
forest and the forester, with an ONF guide. 
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences.
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included) 
Information and bookin until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet

new

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.
6 pm : Broadcast of the documentary “One Hundred 
Years of Jazz Memory” by Claude Fléouter.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum
6 pm to 7 pm | Auditorium – Media Library, Le Palais

new
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Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 23rd 

Olivier, who trained as a classical musician, takes a 
very individual and creative approach to the ‘cello and 
includes improvisations, music from around the world 
and urban music.
This multi-facetted approach results in a poetic and 
lustrous world, creating a captivating musical dialogue.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in the event 
of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Musical Nap: ‘cello
5 pm to 6 pm | The Calvary Garden

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of professionals 
and get to know the secrets of the infrastructure. 
Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour : The secret side of Le 
Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 24th

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons
de Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented
by her grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo.
Come to Isabelle’s shop to find out more and
taste this chocolate for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons
de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond
De Rothschild

This group of six musicians will make you groove 
to the sound of festive tunes played on brass 
instruments and the accordion. The melodies 
played on the accordion and brass overflow with 
energy and the vocals are dynamic with realistic 
and powerful lyrics.

Free | Fallback in the auditorium of Le Palais in
the event of rain | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Thursday Concerts:
Treizeurs du Mat’
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

Week from
23 to 27/08
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The streets of the village come alive when many Megève shops offer you excellent bargains throughout the weekend. The happiness of shopping in XXL format at a low price!
Free access | Information Megève Tourisme+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk etUnion des Commerçants, Hôteliers,Artisans et Restaurateurs de Megève contact@uchar-megeve.com

Summer Commercial Days Street of the Village

Friday 25th to Sunday 27th

Enjoy ice skating with your kids! The ice rink is booked 
for children under 10 accompagnied with an adult.

Until 9 years old | Price: €5 | Information Le Palais
+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Sliding garden
10 am to 12 pm | Olympic Indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Sunday 27th

Canitrail competition in 3 stages: Megève, Praz-sur-
Arly, Notre Dame de Bellecombe during which an 
athlete and his/her dogs will have to cover more than 35 
km on our beautiful trails. Animal well-being, complicity 
and surpassing oneself are the key words of this event.

Prices not communicated | Information association
Les Givrés du Mont Blanc, Sandrine Nachon
+33 (0)6 43 31 23 46 sandrinenachon@gmail.com

Canitrail du Diamant
Leutaz Parking

Saturday 26th

Megève welcomes you and invites you to share 
an exclusive moment. Start your week in a party 
atmosphere, we promise you entertainment and
you will be able to find out more information about 
the village: Welcome to Megève!

Free | Information Renseignements Megève Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Welcome to Megève
6 pm | Megève Tourisme Amphitheater

new

Body painting is one of the first forms of visual art 
practiced by humans. It has now seen a resurgence 
in a more contemporary style. Artists take photos 
of their work in order to immortalise it and these are 
then sent to participants.

‘Paint your hand’ workshop: 8 to 13 years old, ‘Body 
Poetry’ workshop: from 14 years old | Price : €5 
Information and booking Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

Body Painting Workshop
10 am (8-13yo) – 2 pm (from 14 yo)
Fountain of the Square de la Baronne 

Friday 25th
new
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These activities are fun and easy to enjoy with friends 
or family on ice. If you’re familiar with the rules of 
pétanque, you’re going to love Eisstock! Come and 
defend your goal during a game of bubble football. 
Find out about our games which do not require skates.

From 7 years old | Price: 5 € | Information and booking 
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

A discovery on ice:
Eisstock and bubble football
5 pm to 7 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, Le Palais

Monday 28th

For a total reconnection with oneself and one’s 
environment, this inspiration and yoga outing is an 
experience to let go and recharge your batteries. 
At the summit, nature becomes the best ally to 
regenerate and relax.

Prices : group outing : €27 (half day), family price 
: from €46 (half day – one adult and one child), 
private outing : €170 (half day for one to ten people) 
Information and mandatory booking Bureau des Guides 
+33 (0)4 50 21 55 11 guides-megeve.com

Inspirational hike and Yoga
6 pm | Bureau des Guides

Discover mountain animals and our relationship 

with them yesterday, today and… tomorrow? 

First, you will study emblematic wild animals of 

the Alps. You will then choose the qualities you 

prefer in these animals to imagine your fantasy 

creature. Is your imagination more fabulous

than reality?

From 5 years old | Free | Information Megève 

Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Nature Workshop: a mountain of 

biodiversity : fantastic animals

10 am to 12 pm | Baronne de Rothschild 

square

Tuesday 29th

Discover in duo the bases of climbing with our 
coaches. Knots and how to secure the climber will 
have no more secret for you!

Price: €15 (gear included) | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Climbing duo initiation
2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

As part of the biodiversity Tuesdays, discover 
the martelloscope site, to understand the role of 
the forest and the forester, with an ONF guide. 
Analyze the forest, recognize its essences.
Access also possible from the ball trap.

From 8 years old | Price: €5 (Ski lifts not included) 
Information and bookin until the day before Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Martelloscope
2 pm to 5 pm | Top of Le Jaillet

Week from
28 to 31/08

new

new

new
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2 pm to 2.30 pm and 2.30 pm to 3 pm | Le Palais

Stage race for girls aged 18 to 23 in national selections and organized with the support of the UCI and the Tour de France. The first edition of the Women’s Tour de l’Avenir will undoubtedly reveal the champions of tomorrow.
Free of the public | Participants on national selection | Information Megève Tourisme+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk tourdelavenir.com

Women’s Tour de l’Avenir2 pm to 5 pm | Village square

Make sure you are sitting comfortably, close your 
eyes, listen carefully and let us tell you a story.
An enjoyable and relaxing break, suitable for
the whole family.

From 3 years old | Free | Information Médiathèque,
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

Storytelling hour
11 am to 11.45 am | Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 30th

Come and visit Le Palais with our team of professionals 
and get to know the secrets of the infrastructure. 
Amazing!

From 11 years old | Free | Information and booking
Le Palais +33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Guided tour:
The secret side of Le Palais 
11 am to 12 pm | Le Palais

Thursday 31st

For 110 years now, she has been making ‘Glaçons de 
Megève’, using the same initial recipe invented by her 
grandfather Barthélémy Vigliengo. Come to Isabelle’s 
shop to find out more and taste this chocolate
for yourselves.

Free | Information and mandatory booking Megève 
Tourisme +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

The story of the ‘Glaçons de Megève’
2 pm, 3 pm and 4 pm | 215 route Edmond
De Rothschild

On full moon evenings, a cocoa ceremony, 
combined with yoga and breathing and 
meditation exercises bathed in candlelight and 
the aroma of incense, invites you on a sensory 
journey with multiple benefits.

Price : €65, group price from 5 people 
Information and booking Four Seasons Hotel
+33 (0)4 50 21 12 11

Cocoa journey to the full moon 
Four Seasons Hotel

new
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September 
agenda

Created by Four Seasons Megève Collection and 
Christophe Ravetto, organized by the SWING 
agency (leader in France) and with the exceptional 
presence of Fabrice TARNAUD (former European 
Tour player). The Four Seasons Megève Collection 
Pro-am returns for its second edition at the Golf du 
Mont-d’Arbois.

Prices : Registration fees for external amateur players: 
€990, member players: €860 | Information and 
registration +33 (0)4 50 21 29 79 (Reception desk 
of Golf du Mont d’Arbois) | +33 (0)1 41 22 96 00 
(Grégory Calcul)

Pro Am Competition at Golf 
du Mont d’Arbois
Golf du Mont d’Arbois

From Thursday 7th to Saturday 9th

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 03 38
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum
3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library, Le Palais

Wednesday 6th

Come to the ice rink of Le Palais to get your 

skates on and dance to the music and disco 

lights! An evening not to be missed before the 

start of the school year!

Price: 5 € (gear included) | Information Le Palais 

+33 (0)4 50 21 15 71 lepalaismegeve.com

Frosty evening
7.30 pm to  10.30 pm | Olympic indoor Ice Rink, 

Le Palais 

Friday 1st 

On the heights of Megeve on the Christomet side, the deer is the king of the forest and takes over the autumn nights in search of his sweetheart. The Bonjournal Inn offers a front row seat to this surprising and impressive moment.

Information and booking Auberge de Bonjournal +33 (0)4 50 55 80 41

The deer’s roar
6 pm to 9 pm | Auberge de Bonjournal

From Friday 15th to Friday, October 20th

new

new

new

Week from
1 to 22/09
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Golf du Mont d’Arbois

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 85 67
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

The Microfolie programme is a cultural programme 
supported by the Ministry of Culture and coordinated 
by La Villette. Its rich and varied programme is 
presented in the auditorium at Le Palais.

Free | Information +33 (0)4 50 91 85 67
microfolie@megeve.fr or Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Micro-folies Digital Museum

Micro-folies Digital Museum

3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library,
Le Palais

3 pm to 6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library, Le Palais

Saturday 16th

Wednesday 20th

A chic and friendly village festival to celebrate our 
countryside and in support of the World Coral 
Conservatory’s project.

Free | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

Cheers for the Planet
6 pm to 10 pm | Village square

Thursday 21st 
new

The 40th edition of the European Legacy Days.

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk 

European Heritage Days
Streets of the Village

Saturday 16th and Sunday 17th

The media library is organising 4 discussion 

meetings on the subject of the climate. They 

will be hosted by Jean-Loup Martin, a physician, 

chemist, economist and expert on the climate 

and biodiversity.

From 14 years old | Free (limited seats) 

Information Media Library, Le Palais 

+33 (0)4 50 91 57 70 mediatheque.megeve.fr

A discussion meeting: talking 

about the climate for better 

6 pm | Auditorium – Media Library, Le Palais

Friday 22nd

new

new

Participate in the week on sustainable development 
through various thematic workshops, visits, games, 
documentaries...

Free access | Information Megève Tourisme
+33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 visitmegeve.uk

Sustainable Development week

From Monday 18th to Sunday 24th new

1 to 22/09
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Sun. 8 Oct.  
2023

AGRICULTURAL CONTEST: 
ABONDANCE COW BREED

Upcoming 
key dates

Sat. 2 Dec.
2023

LIGHTING UP OF 
THE CHRISTMAS 
TREE

fom Sat.
23 Dec. 2023
to Fri. 5
Jan. 2024

CHRISTMAS 
VILLAGE

not to be missed:

• Autumn trade days by l’UCHARM - 

10.23 

• Les Petits Princes de l’automne 

 - from 27.10 to 03.11.23

• New Year’s Eve Party - 31.12.23

• Snow Carnival - 02.24

from Fri. 20 Oct. 
to Sun. 22 Oct. 
2023

TOQUICIMES 
6TH EDITION

Sat. 13
and Sun. 14 Jan.
2024

LA GRANDE
ODYSSÉE VVF

...and many other events to 

discover on:

visitmegeve.uk

http://megeve-tourisme.fr/en
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fom Sat.
23 Dec. 2023
to Fri. 5
Jan. 2024

Sat. 13
and Sun. 14 Jan.
2024



*Off er valid from July 8th to September 3rd, 2023 inclusive. **From 5 years old to 14 years old inclusive (free for 
under-5s). ***Excluding balneo and sauna/hammam. ****Book loan only for the 7 days pass. – 
The Megève Pass is nominative and non-transferable, and will be sold with a validity of 3 or 7 consecutive days, with 
a time limit. Ski pass holder not supplied: reuse of old compatible holders possible or €1 purchase.
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Information and sales at Megève Tourisme  +33 (0)4 50 21 27 28 • visitmegeve.uk

SLEDGE 4S
(3 runs)

MINI-GOLF
(1 entry)

FREE ENTRIES*

SKI LIFTS
ICE RINK
(gear rental 
included)

AQUATIC 
AREA *** MEDIA LIBRARY****

UNLIMITED ACCESS* 

+

No need to choose 
between your activities !

3 DAYS
Adult : €50 • Child** : €40

7 DAYS
Adult : €70 • Child** : €50

I flash !
I order !

or on :
megeve-booking.com

summer 

     2023


